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Abstract: The development was carried out using the Qt5.2 integrated development environment,
which uses the programming language C++. The main advantage of this environment is that the
code written in it can be compiled to different platforms (for example, Windows, Linux, Mac OS).
A software router based on a modular architecture has been developed. It uses the socket technology,
which allows forming a program-oriented packet network with any topology, including full-coupled
topology. A network traffic generator to test the developed software router has been designed.
We proposed a scheme to measure the packet processing time of a router using a specialized
packet-capture network interface cards (NIC 1 and NIC 2) and a novel traffic generator installed on
PC. Based on an experimental test bed we confirmed that our software router provides a cost-efficient
alternative to the expensive, special hardware router CISCO 2801.

Keywords: software-based router; hardware router; packet delay; network traffic generator; packets
processing time

1. Introduction

Local and global computer networks are the basis of the communication infrastructure of modern
society. Due to the growth of networks, the problem of choosing the optimal network equipment
(routers, switches) is becoming more and more acute [1]. The central element of the information
network is the router. The main purpose of which is to unite the subnetwork so that any computer can
exchange packets with other computers in the network.

The router can be implemented fully by a software approach (in this case, it is an operating system
module installed on a general-purpose computer that operates as a server) or a hardware-software
method (which is a specialized computing device, in which some functions are performed by
non-standard equipment, and some of the software modules that work under the specialized operating
system). The main advantages of software routers over hardware ones are flexibility, intelligence and
simplicity of algorithms modification [2]. It is possible to implement the most non-standard network
solutions on the basis of a software router. The majority of software routers operate under Linux.
That allows providing high productivity and flexibility of a configuration at realization of routing,
processing of the network traffic arriving on physical port of the router [3].
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At present, specific and expensive hardware platforms offered by suppliers and vendors are used
to solve the problems of high-speed routing. However, we propose a software router, which has a
much lower cost and comparable computing power to multi-core general purpose platforms. It will
allow achieving similar performance characteristics using purely software mechanisms. There will
be additional features such as incomparably greater flexibility and almost unlimited possibilities to
increase functionality, integrate all new services, as well as to carry out adaptation and fine-tuning
(customization) to the specific tasks of each user.

Today, all types of global IP traffic, communication performance, user numbers and the number of
connected devices are predicted to grow significantly. These growth rates lead to an increase in the load
on the network infrastructure, namely several types of traffic flows traverse the network equipment
(switch and router), thus Quality of Service (QoS) testing is required. Network traffic generators
help network administrators, developers and researchers to prepare, test and deploy technologies to
ensure reliable and quality network infrastructure [4]. Traffic generators are classified into hardware
or software based on different performance criteria. Hardware-based traffic generators (e.g., Ixia
IxChariot) typically achieve higher performance and accuracy than software-based tools, which depend
on many factors (endpoint performance, operating system, etc.). On the other hand, hardware devices
are usually commercial products, while software tools are usually open source or cost-effective tools
developed by researchers [5]. Despite these arguments, software network traffic generators are widely
used in corporate networks due to their flexibility, simplicity and cost effectiveness [6].

For this reason, the paper proposes its own software traffic generator, which, unlike the known
ones, can estimate the average delay in servicing individual flows, current delays, loss and jitter of
packets transmitted through the network infrastructure. The research will be carried out using this
generator to compare the developed router with the Cisco 2801 hardware one.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related research work of the satellite
software-based router, network simulator, software traffic generators and the problems of model
adequacy assessment of infocommunications system. Then, Section 3 introduces the performance
analysis of the proposed software-based router using the designed network traffic generator. Section 4
describes the method to measure and compare packet processing time of the software router with the
Cisco 2801prototype hardware router, verifies the proposed solution, including the experimental test
bed. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Related Research on Software-Based Router

In this part, we illustrate the status of research development of software-based routers and
software traffic generators with packet delay monitoring. Today, the latest technological advances
provide an opportunity to do something truly effective in the area of open Internet devices, sometimes
called open routers (OR) based on software solution. With regard to the current state of the software
router, a number of initiatives have been taken over the past few years to develop and research the
software-based router and related topics [7–9]. In the field of software, one of the most important
initiatives is the Click Modular Router Project [10], which offers an effective solution for building a
data plane. Authors [11] consider the inefficiency of kernel-level packet processing inside modern
OS-based software routers and explores whether a redesign of kernel network stacks can improve
the incompetence. They proved that the proposed Kafe neither adds any new API nor depends on
proprietary hardware features, but the Kafe outperforms Linux by seven times and RouteBricks by
three times. For the speed-up in the routing table lookup in software routers, [12] introduced a new
data structure called sTable that achieves space efficiency while causing low processing overhead
without hardware parallelism. In [13] a performance analysis of an OR architecture enhanced with
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) line cards, which allows direct network interface card to
network interface card (NIC-to-NIC) packet forwarding, is introduced. In [14] the virtualization of
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a multiservice OR architecture is discussed: the authors propose multiple Click forwarding chains
virtualized with Xen. The authors of [15] proposed an in-depth study of the IP lookup mechanism
included in the Linux kernel.

2.2. Related Research on Network Simulator and Software Traffic Generators

Performance measurement and simulation are important approaches for identifying bottlenecks
of such systems to predict and improve their performance [16]. Today there is a large number of
software tools that allow one to conduct modeling of individual network devices and the whole
network as a whole. The main means of modeling, which are used by scientists around the world to
test their hypotheses and developments, are: Network Simulator (NS) [17], OPNET [18], NetSim [19],
OmNET++ [20]. The listed modeling tools make it possible to investigate the functioning parameters
of network nodes, systems, protocols and allow introducing own changes in the configuration of the
model of some devices, allows conducting research of own algorithms or protocols developed by
scientists. However the listed means are based on a principle of modelling of discrete events [21].
Nevertheless, a significant disadvantage of these tools is that they use statistical methods and analytical
dependencies to calculate the state of the system at a certain point in time [22]. Thus, an hour of work
of a real network can be simulated within tens of seconds that is not effective when modelling is carried
out in real time, for example, modelling of algorithms of work with memory of the network device,
formation and service of queues of packages in the router.

The authors of [23] offer a solution for traffic modelling in NS-2 network simulator, and whereas [24]
is engaged in traffic modelling, the authors of [25] offer a solution for realistic generation of HTTP
traffic. Articles [26–28] analyze the production network traffic behaviour.

According to the authors of [26], network traffic can be generated in three ways:

• stochastic generation,
• replication of production network traffic,
• using list of instructions (communication scenario) for applications in the tested network.

The authors of [27] divide network generators according to the layer on which they work:

• Application-level traffic generators: they emulate the behaviour of specific network applications
in terms of the traffic they produce.

• Flow-level traffic generators: they are used when the replication of a realistic traffic is requested
only at the flow level (e.g., number of packets and bytes transferred, flow duration). For example,
Bit-Twist [28] is representative of this group.

• Packet-level traffic generators: with this term we refer to generators based on packet’s Inter
departure time (IDT) and packet size (PS). The size of each packet sent, as well as the time elapsed
between subsequent packets, are chosen by the user, typically by setting a statistical distribution
for both variables. Most current packet generators belong to this group.

In a thesis [29], the author examines the software traffic generators Iperf, Mausezahn, Ostinato
in a closed loop physical and virtual environment to evaluate the applicability of the tools and find
sources of inaccuracy for a given traffic profile. One can easily find comparisons of some popular tools,
such as in [30–35].

Despite the fact that many tools for the traffic generation are available, none of the reviewed tools
fully suits all the requirements on network traffic generator required for network experiments. None
of them has not the ability to control the generated stream without synchronizing the input and output
interfaces and determine the current delay of packets in real time.

2.3. Related Research on Problems of Model Adequacy Assessment and Experimental Investigations of
Infocommunications System

In the process of building an information and telecommunication system model, some important
dependencies may be missed and may not be included in it. In this case, the model will be inadequate,
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i.e., the behaviour of the model for these input parameters will not correspond to the behaviour of the
real system. It is clear that an inadequate model is practically inexpedient. If a quality indicator can be
measured, the adequacy of the model can be checked by comparing the real and model values of the
indicator [36].

If the difference between them exceeds the acceptable limit, it indicates the inadequacy of the
model. To evaluate the quality of a system, such a simple check of the model adequacy is not correct.
One of the ways to solve the adequacy problem is to build more detailed model. However, this can lead
to the inclusion in the model a large number of parameters and the relationships between them, so that
the overall model will be difficult to inspect. Analysis of such a model is very complex, and simulation
requires a lot of machine time. As a result, the model will not provide additional knowledge about the
system, as significant links in it will be lost among the secondary ones.

Therefore, as noted above, it is advisable to have several models of different levels of detail for the
same computer system, each of which can be used for different purposes. The ideal model should
contain exactly as much detail as is necessary for the purpose of its construction.

In order to practically use the system models, information on the real course of the
information-computing process is required in many cases. Such information is also necessary
in order to evaluate the quality of design solutions used during the creation of computing devices
and development of mathematical support with a greater degree of probability, as well as to solve
the problems connected with adjustment of an operating system according to concrete conditions of
operation [37,38]. The necessary information is collected with the help of special means, providing
the measurement of parameters, characterizing the dynamics of the system functioning in the normal
operation mode [39–41].

The main problems that arise during measurement and need to be solved can be classified as
follows:

- Conducting a meaningful analysis of the system under study and the specific conditions of
its operation;

- Building a simulation model of the system functioning process, which should reflect all those
events in the information-computing process, which cause the change of measured parameters;

- Development of measurement algorithms for selected parameters of the system functioning
process on the basis of simulation model;

- Performance of measurement algorithms in the system under study with the help of appropriate
hardware and software measuring instruments.

In some cases, when, for example, the performance of the conveyor processor is estimated, the
model can be clearly defined from the substantial analysis of the system under study. In a more
complex situation, when it comes to the analysis of the system, the construction of simulation models
requires special consideration.

Measurement results should be presented in a form suitable for further analysis using special
software and hardware processing tools. The measurement process should be connected both with the
hardware-software measuring instruments and with its monitoring. In particular, it concerns the choice
of common data formats convenient not only for conducting measurements, but also for processing
their results. If the type of processing is fixed in advance and does not require complex calculations,
it can be carried out during the measurement process. In general, the measurement phase usually
precedes the processing phase and the hardware and software can be used effectively to process large
amounts of information. In these cases, there is a very high density of recorded data.

At the end of the experimental studies, the results of the measurements are analyzed, and this
allows drawing meaningful conclusions about the system under investigation. An important condition
for forming such conclusions is the successful representation of these results. It is reasonable to choose
the form of their presentation taking into account the specific task of the study and the quality indicators
used. Another aspect of the analysis of measurement results relates to ensuring the reliability of the
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formulated conclusions [42–46]. For example, when the parameters are registered periodically, without
reference to the events in the computer system that cause their change, there is a problem of analyzing
the statistical reliability of the obtained data. A similar problem arises when measurements are made
within a short time frame. However, when the method of measuring parameters takes into account all
the events in the system that cause changes in these parameters, the observation interval can be quite
large and the problem of reliability of measurement results virtually does not arise.

3. Development of Software-Based Router and Traffic Generator

Nowadays the majority of infocommunication networks are constructed on the basis of the
proprietary equipment whose functionality is realized by hardware means, which demands specialised
knowledge from the system administrator and is closed for modification of functioning of a network
directed to the requirements of users. Each addition or change of functions by the system administrator
in the network infrastructure, as a rule, leads to difficult deployment tasks, which must be carefully
planned in advance. Transition from traditional hardware-based to software-based networks will
allow a qualitative leap in terms of flexibility, productivity and production and will become a new
solution for future info-communication networks in the telecommunications market [47,48].

For this reason, a software router and software traffic generator have been developed in this
chapter. The development was carried out using the Qt5.2 integrated development environment,
which uses the programming language C++ (standard C++11, 2011). The main advantage of this
environment is that the code written in it can be compiled to different platforms (for example, Windows,
Linux, Mac OS).

3.1. Development of Software-Based Router

In this work the developed model of the software router is presented, which allows estimating the
traffic created by service messages, time of staying of a packet in the node, number of packets in the
buffer, probability of loss of packets, jitter, adequacy of routing tables in nodes, establishing optimal
structural and functional parameters of a node and parameters of a routing protocol [49].

The model of the software router has the following features:

- Each component of the model is implemented in the form of a separate application and has its
own IP-address and port, which allows you to select and connect components depending on the
specific conditions;

- The simulation model of the router can be as close as possible to the specific model of
the manufacturer;

- Distribution of components of the data network model is possible both on one and on several
computers (servers) for the purpose of maximum approximation to real conditions and modelling
networks with an unlimited number of nodes, not limiting the resources of one computer.

The router software is based on socket technology, which is the software object of the operating
system and consists of the IP address of the device and the TCP port. Using the API of the operating
system, the software router receives the generated socket object and uses it to communicate with other
software routers that are installed on other physical machines in the local network.

In the process of developing the router model, the modular structure of the program in the form
of a tree is first built [50,51]. Then the program modules are programmed alternately, starting with the
modules of the lowest level (leaves of the tree of the modular structure of the program), in such an
order that for each program module all modules to which it can address are already programmed.
After programming all the modules of the program, the individual modules are tested and debugged
in the same (ascending) order as their programming. This order of program development seems quite
natural at first glance: each module is expressed through already programmed directly subordinate
modules, and during testing it uses already debugged modules.
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To describe the structure of such a system the diagram of classes is used (Figure 1). This is
one of the main ways of description, because Unified Modeling Language (UML) is first of all an
object-oriented language, and classes are the main (if not the only) “building material”. Dashed arrows
represent dependencies between elements, in particular on the presented diagram those elements
that have the arrow pointing at them depend on the elements from which the arrows are outgoing.
White diamond arrows show aggregation, elements that have diamond pointed at them, aggregate
those elements from which the arrow is outgoing. When an element aggregates other elements it
means that the element doesn’t much depend on the number of contained elements and will function
properly even with a single inner element. Black diamond arrow shows composition. The difference of
composition from aggregation is that element strongly depends on the number of contained elements
and without inner elements will not be able to operate normally, so inner elements can be considered
like composite parts of the overall element.

Figure 1. UML diagram of software-based router model.

The router model is represented by a set of queues and service devices (Figure 2) and reflects the
process of packet transmission as follows:

(1) Aggregated multiservice traffic arrives at the ports of incoming interfaces.
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(2) Packets of streams arrive in the input queue
(3) The processor of the router on the basis of the classifier, taking into account the discipline of

queuing, selects the packet and analyzes its header type of service (ToS), differentiated services
code point(DSCP);

(4) The processor which realizes the report of routing, defines a direction for message transfer and
supports an urgency of tables of routing by an exchange of service packages with other knots
(at construction of a network from several program routers)

(5) After processing the packet header and selecting the output interface port, the packet is queued
in the output channel waiting list.

(6) The next step is to transfer the packets to another network device defined by the routing protocol.

Figure 2. Software-based router model with modular structure.

The designed software router has the following main functions: transfer of information packets
between different subnetworks, support of static and dynamic routing protocols, filtering of information
packets at the channel, network and transport layers of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model,
traffic prioritization according to the requirements.

3.2. Performance Analysis of The Software-Based Router Using the Designed Network Traffic Generator

In order to deploy the test network and obtain adequate simulation results, the developed software
components (the router and generator) must first be tested. The maximum performance of these models
is tested in accordance with RFC 2544 recommendation [52]. This recommendation was developed by
the Network Working Group, created within the framework of the open international community of
designers, scientists, network operators and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) providers. On the
basis of this document, specialists from the Ethernet/IP working group (ODVA) developed a detailed
description of testing procedures for network devices operating on the first and second layers of the
TCP/IP model, and a somewhat extended set of tests. In the case where the study is conducted not on a
model, but on a real network, it is necessary to use software that will act as a generator and receiver of
traffic to test performance. Such software can simulate the behavior of an individual user as well as a
group of users. In the latter case, as the number of users increases, the traffic characteristics deteriorate,
as the program processes only one user at a time and the operating system protocol stack delays the
transmission of packets. These factors will affect the time parameters of packet transmission, degrade
the quality and accuracy of the obtained results of the study of the quality of service parameters of
multiservice flows in general. This method can be used to investigate traditional IP networks, as the
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destination host address and service type are important when routing packets. It is this information
that is used by routing protocols when routing and most methods of optimizing the process of data
transmission and load balancing in the network. The main advantage of this method is the ability to
generate large amounts of traffic of different classes (the maximum flow rate depends on the maximum
speed of the network card of the server on which the generator is installed). A traffic generator has
been designed to test the developed software router. UML-diagram of the developed packet generator
is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. UML diagram of the traffic generator.

With this generator it is possible to create a data stream with different packet sizes. These packets
can be transmitted both by UDP protocol and TCP. Using the Wireshark program, the characteristics of
real VoIP, video on demand, IPTV and internet data service streams (packets size and their transmission
intensity per second) are determined and researched. Using the developed generator it is possible to
reproduce any type of service. It is also possible to generate different flows simultaneously, which will
allow to generate multiservice traffic (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Multiservice traffic generation.

To get adequate results with the software router models it is necessary to check the quality of
the traffic generator. This check is to determine the measurement error of the inter-packet interval
when generating packets. The smaller the standard deviation of the inter-packet interval values, the
smaller the error and greater adequacy of the simulation results. Investigation of the generator quality
is carried out using a series of tests. Each series differs in the size of the inter-packet interval and the
size of the package itself.

Figure 5 shows a graph of inter-packet interval values for 100,000 packets. The inter-packet
interval is 10 ms, the size of the packet is 1500 bytes.

Figure 5. The stability characteristic of the interval between two sequentially generated packets.

As a result of modelling, the following statistical characteristics of a number of values of the
inter-packet interval were obtained: mean value −1.00845 × 107 ns; variance −1.73237 × 1012 ns2;
standard deviation −1.3162 × 106 ns; average error −4163.33 ns.

The advantage of the developed traffic generator is that, unlike the known ones, it allows you to
control the generated flow without the need for synchronize the input and output interfaces and to
determine the packets delay of flow. It allows you to evaluate the parameters of service of hardware
and software telecommunications facilities of any purpose [53–59].

Furthermore, in a real packet network, a few delay times can occur due to queuing, processing,
transmission, and propagation, as depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The delay through router.

If we let dfrag., dproc., dqueue, dtrans., and dprop. denote the IP fragmentation, processing, queuing,
transmission and propagation delays, then the total nodal delay is given by:

dnodal. = dfrag. + dproc. + dqueue + dtrans. + dprop., (1)

where dfrag. is the time it takes to split a packet into smaller pieces (fragments), so that the resulting
pieces can pass through a link with a smaller maximum transmission unit (MTU) than the original
packet size. The fragments are reassembled by the receiving host. dprop. is the delay due to the
propagation speed of the link. The propagation speed depends on the physical link (e.g., twisted-pair
copper wire or multi-mode fiber) and is in the range of 2 × 108 or 3 × 108 m/s, thus it almost equal to
the speed of the light [60]. Hence, if d is the distance between two routers and s is the propagation
speed, it follows that the propagation delay is d = s. In general, the propagation delays are on the order
of ms in wide-area networks. dtrans. is the transmission delay, also called the “store-and-forward” delay.
It represents the amount of time required to transmit all the packet bits along the link. For instance,
if L is the length of the packet (in bits), R is the transmission rate of the link (typically in Mbps),
it follows that the transmission delay is L = R. Transmission delays are typically on the order of ms
or less in practice. dproc. the time required to examine the packet’s header and determine where to
direct the packet is part of the processing delay. In high-speed routers, is typically on the order of
µs (microseconds) or less. dqueue is the time that a packet has to wait for the transmission along the
link. The queuing delay of a specific packet depends on the number of other packets in the queue,
thus, the delay of a given packet can vary significantly from packet to packet. On the one hand, if
the queue is empty and no other packet is currently being transmitted, the packet queuing delay is
approximately zero. On the other hand, if the traffic is heavy and many other packets are also waiting
to be transmitted, the queuing delay will be long. Queuing delays can be on the order of µs to ms
in practice.

In order to determine the packet delay, a series of experiments were conducted by the developed
software-based router. In the case of a software router, its performance significantly depends on
the performance of the hardware server. The same software router installed on different servers
with different hardware characteristics can serve packets with different delays. To test the maximum
performance, the proposed traffic generator is installed on a hardware server with the following
parameters: the central processor—Intel Core i5-2410M 2.30 GHz, RAM—DDR3 6Gb, network
card—Realtek PCIe FE Family Controller 1 Gbit/s. Windows 7 Ultimate Service Pack 1 (2009) is
installed on the server.

In each experiment, the packet size changed, the number of packets was 100,000, and the
inter-packet interval was 10 ms. These measurements were carried out in the conditions of the software
router installation on different servers with different hardware characteristics (Celeron J1800|2 cores|2.41
GHz| RAM 4 GB|; Intel Core i3-3230M (2.6 GHz)/RAM 4 GB; Intel Core i5-2410M (2.3 GHz)/RAM 6 GB;
Core i7-7700|4 cores|3.6 GHz| RAM 8 GB). We proposed a scheme to measure the packet processing time
of a router using a specialized packet-capture network interface card in a traffic generator (Ethernet
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port 1 and Ethernet port 2). This generator can send and receive traffic at the same time, and thus
calculate the time difference between sending time—T1 (Ethernet port 1) and receiving time—T2
(Ethernet port 2) each packet, as a T2–T1. This allows the generator to calculate the time of packets
transit over the network and processing on the router. Experimental scheme for determining the total
nodal delay by the software router installed on the servers of different performance is depicted in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Experimental scheme for determining the total nodal delay by the software router installed
on the servers of different performance.

The scheme does not require synchronization between the router network interface card and the
packet-capture network interface card. Also the scheme does not require synchronization between the
NICs of traffic generator (Ethernet port 1 and Ethernet port 2).

The proposed basic model of the traffic generation system can be used to create test environments
to study the real network using several separate physical computers to simulate clients. In studying
the characteristics of the real network data transmission, the main and signaling traffic required for
the test environment should be separated. At best, the signaling traffic should be transmitted over a
separate physical network. Otherwise, it is necessary to create an additional virtual local area network
at the test network. Such a scheme will allow to conduct experiments remotely, using a single device to
control all other devices, significantly expands the capabilities of the researcher, simplifies the conduct
of new experiments and saves time on their formulation. In the process of research to test the efficiency
of the software router and traffic generator, an experiment was conducted. The investigation of the
total nodal delay by the software router on the servers of different performance is shown in the Table 1.

So, from the experimental results we can see that the same software router installed on different
servers with different hardware characteristics can serve packets with different delays. Thus, it is
established that the more productive server on which the software router is installed, the less total
nodal delay will be.
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Table 1. Investigation of the average time of the total nodal delay by the software router on the servers
of different performance.

Celeron J1800|2 Cores|2.41 GHz|RAM 4 GB

Series Packet Size [byte] Average delay [ms]

1 64 1.24

2 128 1.79

3 512 1.98

4 1024 2.12

5 1500 2.2

Intel Core i3-3230M|2.6 GHz| RAM 4 GB

Series Packet size [byte] Average delay [ms]

1 64 0.42

2 128 0.79

3 512 0.98

4 1024 1.01

5 1500 1.21

Intel Core i5-2410M|2.3 GHz|RAM 6 GB

Series Packet size [byte] Average delay [ms]

1 64 0.33

2 128 0.48

3 512 0.52

4 1024 0.62

5 1500 0.68

Core i7-7700|4 cores|3.6 GHz|RAM 8 GB

Series Packet size [byte] Average delay [ms]

1 64 0.01

2 128 0.04

3 512 0.09

4 1024 0.12

5 1500 0.2

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Method to Measure and Compare Packet Processing Time of Software Router with Prototype Hardware
Router CISCO 2801

The most complicated and interesting component of nodal delay is the queuing delay, dqueue.
In fact, queuing delay is important and interesting in computer networking Another interesting
scientific task is to develop a method of estimating the packets processing delay by only router (dproc. +

dqueue) without taking into account IP Fragmentation, transmission and propagation delays. However,
at present there are no practical methods of measuring the delay of packets introduced only by the
router (dproc. + dqueue). Existing router delay testing methods are based on formula 1 and are defined
as the sum of all types of delays (dfrag. + dproc. + dqueue + dtrans. + dprop.). These methods do not make
it possible to accurately assess the router’s performance in terms of average packet processing time.
Moreover, this method will be a good practical tool for comparing the performance of software and
hardware routers.
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In the following we will enter the designations Tav.router as a packet processing time by the
router:

Tav.router= dproc. + dqueue. (2)

Packet processing time Tav.router of a host (i.e., router) is the time elapsed between the arrival of a
packet in the router (input queue of the NIC, i.e., the data-link layer of the TCP/IP protocol stack) and
the time the packet is processed at the application layer (dproc. + dqueue).

The idea of the experiment is to create a software router as a prototype Cisco 2801 hardware router.
To confirm or simplify the hypothesis that the developed software router provides a cost-efficient
alternative to expensive, special hardware routers. To do this, it is necessary to select a server machine
for the software router, the average time of processing packets which should be identical to the average
time of processing packets by hardware routers and then to compare their prices. For the experiment
the computer on which the traffic generator is developed is chosen. This generator can send and
receive traffic at the same time, and thus calculate the difference between sending and receiving times
each packet. This allows the generator to calculate the time of packets transit over the network and
processing on the router.

4.1.1. Experiment with 1 Hardware and 1 Software Router

In the work the comparative experiment of packet processing time with use of a hardware router
(Cisco 2801 series) and the developed software router is carried out. The experiment was conducted
in 215 laboratories of the Cisco XI training building of the Lviv Polytechnic National University.
The routers were configured through the console using the FIFO queue service algorithm, which is set
by default. The traffic generator (50,000 packets) was used to monitor the intensity of the incoming
traffic created on the interface of the Cisco 2801 series router. The scheme of the experiments is shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Experimental scheme for determining the packets delay by a Cisco 2801 hardware router.

In real time mode, graphs were built that showed a packets delay and probability density function
of these values by quantity. At the same time, the Wireshark network analyzer detected fragmentation,
grouping of packets of the transmitted information flow and confirmation of their delivery. The time
delay value for packet fragmentation and packet grouping was detected. The use of Wireshark allowed
to monitor the process of data transmission through the router at the network level with the detection
of alarm data packets and fixation of network anomalies, which affect the time parameters of quality of
service of real-time traffic. Such packets delays are single and range from 10 to 50 ms. Measurement
results of packet delay via the Cisco 2801 router are shown in Figure 9.

Having determined the average packets delay by the hardware router, the server machine
performance is selected for the software router, which provides similar delays. Correspondingly, for
comparison we chose the Intel Core i5-2410M (2.3 GHz)/RAM 6 GB server. The compared total nodal
delay by the software router installed on the servers of different performance with the Cisco 2801 is
depicted in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Packets delay caused by the Cisco 2801 router.

Figure 10. Comparison of the total nodal delay by the software router installed on the servers of
different performance with the Cisco 2801 server.

A similar experiment was conducted with the developed software router (Figure 11). Measured
result of packet delay via the software—based router is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Experimental scheme for determining the packets delay by the software—based router.
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Figure 12. Packets delay caused by software—based router.

Comparison of the average packets delays caused by the software router and the Cisco 2801
hardware router is shown in Figure 13. Comparison of the probability density functions of packets
delays caused by the hardware and software router is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13. Comparison of the average packets delays caused by the Cisco 2801 hardware router and
the software router.

Figure 14. Comparison probability density functions of packets delay caused by hardware and
software router.

The conducted studies confirmed the adequacy of the results obtained in the course of experimental
simulation of the software router with Cisco 2801 series hardware. The average packets delay caused
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by the hardware router (experiment A)—DHR(A)1
is 695.91 µs, and through the software—DHR(A)1

693.47 µs when processing the same information flow. As we can see, the measured difference between
the software and hardware routers is 2.44 µs. And also the probability density functions of packets
processing time caused by hardware router is same in comparison with the packets processing time
probability density functions obtained in work [60].

Also, for more exact reception of results of a time delay of packages created by the Cisco 2801
router. The experiment when the information flow passed through routers A, A-B and A-B-C is
carried out.

4.1.2. Experiment with 2 Hardware and 2 Software Routers

To research the packets processing time by A-B routers in the experiment a network of two Cisco
2801 routers was configured and they were connected to a traffic generator installed on a personal
computer with two network interface cards to calculate the difference between the moments of sending
and receiving each package (Figure 15). A similar experiment was conducted with the two developed
software routers (Figure 16).

Figure 15. Experimental scheme for determining the packets processing time by two Cisco 2801
hardware routers.

Figure 16. Experimental scheme for determining the packets processing time by two
software—based routers.

Comparison of the average packets delay caused by the two Cisco 2801 hardware routers and two
software routers is shown in Figure 17. Comparison of the probability density functions of packets
processing time caused by the two hardware and two software routers is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 17. Comparison of the average packets delays caused by two Cisco 2801 hardware routers and
two software routers.

Figure 18. Comparison probability density functions of packets delays caused by two hardware and
two software routers.

In the experimental research it is found that transmission of the same traffic over two hardware
routers has an average packet delay DHR(A−B)2

of 805.4 µs, while the average packet delays over
two software routers DSR(A−B)2

is 803.46 µs. As we can see in the comparison of packets delays the
measured difference between the hardware and software routers is approximately 1.94 µs, the same
as in the first experiment. However, it is necessary to focus on the average packets delay at the first
and second experiments, because the value of the delay caused by hardware routers during two
experiments differs by 805.4 − 695.91 = 109.49 µs. As a result, it was found that the packet processing
time caused by only one router of the CISCO 2801 series is 109.49 µs (dproc. + dqueue), and the packet
delay of 586.42 µs is caused to the computer’s operating system when generating traffic and depends
on its performance (dfrag. + dtrans. + dprop.). From Figure 20 we can see that the probability density
function of packets processing time of the software routers approaches that of the hardware routers of
Cisco 2801 series.
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4.1.3. Experiment with Three Hardware and Three Software Routers

For a more accurate assessment of packet processing time by a real router and to determine the
packet delay from end to end an experiment using three routers via which the same information flow
created by the generator passed and in previous experiments was carried out. The experimental scheme
for determining the packets delay by three hardware Cisco 2801 routers is depicted in Figure 19. The
experimental scheme for determining the packets delay caused by three software routers is depicted in
Figure 20.

Figure 19. Experimental scheme for determining the packets delay caused by three hardware Cisco
2801 routers.

Figure 20. Experimental scheme for determining the packet delays by three software-based routers.

Comparison of the average packets delay caused by the three Cisco 2801 hardware routers and
three software routers are shown in Figure 21. Comparison of probability density functions of packets
delay caused by three hardware and three software routers are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 21. Comparison of the average packet delays caused by three Cisco 2801 hardware routers and
three software routers.

Figure 22. Comparison of probability density functions of the packet delays caused by three hardware
and three software routers.

The average packets delay caused by the three hardware router DHR(A−B−C)3
is 930.97 µs, and

through the software DSR(A−B−C)3
it is 927.46 µs when processing the same information flow. As we

can see by the comparison of average packets delays, the measured difference between the hardware
and software routers is 3.57 µs. The probability density function of packets delay of the three software
routers approaches that of the three Cisco 2801 series hardware routers.

4.1.4. Experimental Test Bed

Based on the experimental test bed depicted in Figure 23 we calculate the average packets
processing time by only one hardware and one software router using Equation (3).

The average packets processing time by a hardware and software router during three experiments
is defined as follows:

Tav.hardware|router =
(DHR(A−B)2

−DHR(A)1
) + (DHR(A−B−C)3

−DHR(A−B)2
)

2
(3)
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Tav.so f tware|router =
(DSR(A−B)2

−DSR(A)1
) + (DSR(A−B−C)3

−DSR(A−B)2
)

2
(4)

By substituting the obtained values into Formulas (3) and (4), we obtain:

Tav.hardware|router = ((0.8054 − 0.69591) + (0.93097 − 0.8054))/2 = 0.11753 ms (5)

and:
Tav.software|router = ((0.803446 − 0.69347) + (0.9274 − 0.803446))/2 = 0.116965 ms (6)

Thus, we can see that the performance testing by the delay criterion of the developed software
router is similar to the hardware router. Accordingly, the price of the server machine for which
the software router is installed is 400 dollars, and the price of a Cisco 2801 is 800 dollars, which
is cost-efficient.

Figure 23. Experimental test bed.

5. Conclusions

A model of a software-based router that supports differentiated service of multiservice traffic has
been developed in this paper. The software router is based on the technology of sockets, which are
software objects of the operating system and consist of IP address of the device and TCP port. Using the
API of the operating system, the software router receives the generated socket object and uses it to
communicate with other software routers that are installed on other physical machines in the local
network. Also, for generation of multiservice traffic and performance testing of routers, the software
generator is developed, using sockets. This generator allows forming traffic with any parameters,
on the basis of dynamic mixing of flows with various statistical characteristics and determining the
packets delay. The adequacy of the software router model and the software generator was assessed.
From the results of the experiments it was established that the models of both the generator and the
router are adequate. In particular, the adequacy of the software router was evaluated in relation to
the real Cisco 2801hardware router, and the adequacy of the generator was evaluated on the basis of
comparing the statistical characteristics of the multiservice traffic of the real transport network and
statistical characteristics of the traffic generated by the software generator. In this paper we investigated
the packets delay by the software router installed on servers of different performance. It is established
that the more productive the server is, the less the packet delay caused by the software router will be.
The main advantages of proposed software routers over hardware ones are flexibility, intelligence and
simplicity of algorithms modification.

The method to measure and compare packet processing time of software router with a Cisco
2801 prototype hardware router has been proposed. For this the experimental test bed based on
developed software router, traffic generator and Cisco 2801 is created. After a number of experimental
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studies it was determined that the average packet processing time by hardware router is 0.11753
ms, and through the software-router is 0.116965 ms when processing the same information flow.
The measured difference of processing time between hardware and proposed software router is 0.5 µs.
The experimental results show that our testing scheme can consistently measure the packet processing
time of the router, and without clock synchronization. A proposed novel software-based router can
also be a cheaper long-term option for businesses of all types. If one has already spent money on a
server chassis for a data center, one can forgo the capital expenditure of purchasing a special hardware
router appliance and instead opt for a lower-cost of software router option.
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